Experimental Study of the Differential Effects of Playing Versus Watching Violent Video Games on Children’s Aggressive Behavior
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INTRODUCTION

There is great concern about the effects of playing violent video games on aggressive behavior. The present experimental study was aimed at investigating the differential effects of actively playing vs. passively watching the same violent video game on subsequent aggressive behavior. Fifty-seven children aged 10–13 either played a violent video game (active violent condition), watched the same violent video game (passive violent condition), or played a non-violent video game (active non-violent condition). Aggression was measured through peer nominations of real-life aggressive incidents during a free play session at school. After the active participation of actually playing the violent video game, boys behaved more aggressively than did the boys in the passive game condition. For girls, game condition was not related to aggression. These findings indicate that, specifically for boys, playing a violent video game should lead to more aggression than watching television violence. Aggr. Behav. 34:256–264, 2008. © 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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rewarded for their acts of aggression in terms of an extra life, a musical interlude, or a high score. The reinforcing effects of aggression in violent video games may thus instigate the use of aggression in real life.

The aim of this study is to address the question whether the active involvement of playing a violent video game leads to more aggression than the passive observation of watching the same violence on screen. Contrasting these two situations can be translated to a comparison between television and video game violence.

Several studies directed at investigating possible differences between aggression after watching violent television programs and playing violent video games have found no differences in aggressive behavior [Graybill et al., 1987; Meyers, 2003; Silvern and Williamson, 1987]. The apparent inability to detect these differences may have resulted, however, from several limitations. For instance, the study by Silvern and Williamson [1987] did not match the violent video game and television program on important factors such as action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration [Anderson and Ford, 1986]. However, these factors may influence the gamers’ level of enjoyment, involvement, and activity. In case of a highly enjoyable and involving violent game opposed to a very dull non-violent game, the levels of activity required in the violent game itself can lead to higher levels of aggression. This problem can be overcome by matching the violent and non-violent video game on these important dimensions.

Also, these studies—and experimental research on the relationship between violent video games and aggressive behavior in general—are characterized by the absence of peer evaluations of aggression. Because of high levels of exposure to, and involvement with the behavior of their aggressive age mates, peers may be better judges of aggressive behavior than parents and teachers. Parents and teachers may experience more difficulty in discriminating between war play and rough and tumble play on one hand and aggression on the other hand [Goldstein, 1998]. Peers can provide better information on the intent of the display of presumed aggression.

Another shortcoming in research investigating the relationship between violent video games and aggression is their use of correlational designs. These designs only allow for the ascertainment of an association between violent video games and aggression. This type of research, however, does not allow establishing causality. Experimental designs in which children are randomly assigned to different game conditions are urgently called for.

More conclusive comparative evidence concerning the effects of television violence and video game violence on aggressive behavior can be obtained by experimentally comparing the effects of passively watching television violence and actively playing a game involving the same violence. Therefore, in this study three different game conditions were investigated: an active violent condition in which a violent video game was played, a passive violent condition in which the same violent video game was observed, and an active non-violent condition in which a non-violent video game was played. The children were randomly assigned to different game conditions (active violent, passive violent, active non-violent) to ensure that all the game conditions contained the same number of aggressive and non-aggressive children. Possible differences in aggression after the manipulation, therefore, cannot be attributed to pre-existing differences in aggression.

Also, to overcome some of the shortcomings of other studies, we selected a violent and a non-violent video game different in violent content, but equivalent to earlier mentioned possibly confounding elements according to the results of a preliminary study. In addition, aggressive behavior was assessed with peer nominations of real-life aggressive behavior. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental study on the relationship between violent video game play and aggression that measures aggression in this manner. This type of measurement tells us more about the actual occurrence of aggressive acts.

In sum, this study aimed to assess whether the active involvement of playing a violent video game leads to more aggression than the passive observation of watching the same violent video game. It was hypothesized that playing a violent video game will lead to higher levels of aggression than watching a violent video game or playing a non-violent game. As previous experiments have produced mixed results regarding potential gender differences in the influence of violent video games [Bartholow and Anderson, 2002], gender differences were examined.

**METHODS**

**Design**

The design in this study was a randomized-blocks 3-group between-subjects experiment, with game condition as the independent variable and aggressive behavior as the dependent variable.
Participants

Participants were recruited from four classrooms of two schools in The Netherlands. Schools were located in small and medium-sized towns in two different regions. All parents (n = 102) were asked for permission to let their children enter the study. Parents were informed of the purpose of the study and were asked not to communicate this to their children. There were 57 children (56%) for whom permission was obtained to participate in the entire study. For three additional children permission was given only to complete a questionnaire on aggressive behavior. One boy in the passive game condition was excluded from data analyses as he was unwilling to cooperate. All descriptives and analyses were performed with 56 children, 28 boys, and 28 girls.

Thirty-eight (68%) children were in fifth, and 18 (32%) children were in sixth grade. In both the grades there was an equal number of boys and girls. Age varied from 10 to 13 years. Most children were 10 years old (n = 25). There were also several 11 year olds (n = 23), 12 year olds (n = 7), and 13 year olds (n = 1).

Children were approximately equally distributed across game conditions. The active violent condition (n = 20) contained 8 boys and 12 girls, the passive violent condition (n = 17) had 10 boys and 7 girls, and the active non-violent condition (n = 19) had 10 boys and 9 girls.

It appeared that most children (68%) were unaware of the purpose of the study. Children frequently thought that the research either dealt with video games (14%), aggression (36%), or video games and aggression without integrating both topics (5%). Several children (13%) had no idea what the research topic was. However, there was a substantial group of children (32%) who knew that the research dealt with the effects of playing violent video games on aggressive behavior. Fortunately, children’s knowledge of the purpose of the study was equally distributed across game conditions, \( \chi^2(2, N = 56) = 0.97, P = .61 \), and was not different for boys compared with girls, \( \chi^2(1, N = 56) = 1.31, P = .25 \). Also, a Kruskal–Wallis test revealed that children’s knowledge of the purpose of the study was not predictive of children’s aggressive behavior during the free play session, \( \chi^2(1, N = 56) = 0.60, P = .44 \).

Procedure

The study was conducted at participants’ schools and was introduced to the children as a study on their skills and frequency of gaming behavior. It was explained that the study involved different video games and different levels of activity (playing or watching). Blocks of three children were randomly selected and formed from a list of participating children and asked to leave the classroom together to participate in the study. However, on three instances, children could not be grouped by three because the class size was not divisible by three. For this reason, two children were paired by two and one child was not paired. As they were randomly selected across all children in the classroom, the groups could be either same sex or mixed sex. The three children in each block were then randomly distributed across the three game conditions (active violent, passive violent, active non-violent condition), according to a numbered piece of paper they picked. This procedure was used to emphasize the random assignment to game condition. Children in the active violent condition played a violent video game and children in the passive violent condition watched this game being played on a television screen. A screen separated the children in the active and passive conditions from each other. Children in the active non-violent condition played a non-violent video game in a separate room.

The purpose of the violent game was explained to children in the active violent and passive violent game conditions. To warrant an optimum resemblance between watching a violent video game (passive violent game condition) and watching television, contact between participants was prevented. The children in the passive condition were told to pay attention to the character that was chosen by the child in the active violent condition and to observe this character closely throughout the game. After 15 min the children in all the game conditions were asked to stop their activities and fill in a questionnaire on their gaming habits.

Two free play sessions with all the children in the classroom were held consecutively, one in the morning (as is regular practice in Dutch classrooms) and one in the afternoon (additional, for the sake of this study). Playtime normally occurred outside on the schoolyard. However, as the result of bad weather conditions, on two occasions a play session was held inside the classroom. At the time of the free play session some children had played a video game a moment ago and others had played a game at the very most 3 hr earlier. It was coded whether children played the game and immediately went out to the playground (n = 18), played the game approximately half an hour until 1 hr earlier (n = 18), or played the game more than an hour earlier (n = 20).
At the end of each day, children who had permission completed a questionnaire on aggressive behavior, in which they were asked to name children who displayed certain forms of aggressive behavior that day (see measures). After the experiment was completed, children were informed about the true purpose of the study and the reason for not informing them on this matter beforehand.

Apparatus

The study made use of two 20-in television screen each connected to a Sony playstation. The games involved in the study were selected through preliminary analyses involving 15 Dutch students (11 women and 4 men) at Utrecht University. The goal of the preliminary analyses was to select two video games different in violent content, but comparable in levels of action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration. Each student played three violent and three non-violent video games on a Sony play station connected to a 20-in television screen. The violent video games were Tekken 3, Medal of Honor (Allied Assault), and James Bond (Tomorrow Never Dies). The non-violent games were Crash Bandicoot 2, Gran Turismo 2, and Tony Hawk Proskater. Each game was played for approximately 10 min. After each game, participants were asked to rate the game on the dimensions of violent content, action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration taken from Anderson and Ford [1986]. Five-point rating scales were used, ranging from (1) totally agree to (5) totally disagree. Mean ratings for all the games on all dimensions are presented in Table I.

To test for differences between video games on the six dimensions within-subject analysis of variances were conducted, with game as within-subject factor and violence, action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration as dependent variables. As expected, the video games differed in violence, \( F(5, 70) = 83.64, P < .001 \). There were no significant differences in frustration between the different games, \( F(5, 70) = 1.91, P = .10 \). However, the dimensions action, \( F(5, 70) = 2.34, P = .01 \), pauses, \( F(5, 70) = 2.48, P = .04 \), difficulty, \( F(5, 70) = 5.30, P < .001 \), and entertainment, \( F(5, 70) = 10.13, P < .001 \) differed across the different games.

Post-hoc analyses revealed that there were no pairs of violent and non-violent games exactly equivalent on all the dimensions action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration. Of the two most equivalent pairs, the video games Tekken and Crash Bandicoot differed the most in violence (\( D = 3.47 \)), and were relatively similar in action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration. Therefore, in this study Tekken was selected as the violent and Crash Bandicoot as the non-violent video game.

Measures

Gaming habits. After the experiment, children were asked to complete a questionnaire on their gaming habits. The questions were regarding frequency of gaming, familiarity with the game used in the study, and favorite video games. Frequency of gaming was measured with a 5-point scale ranging from (1) almost never to (5) once or more per day, and familiarity with the game with a 3-point scale ranging from (1) almost never to (3) often. Favorite video game was measured with an open-ended question. Answers were classified on violence according to the rating system of the Entertainment Software Rating Board (http://www.esrb.org, retrieved December 2005). Categories were (0) no

### Table I. Means and Standard Deviations on Six Rating Dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Game</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M  SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash Bandicoot*</td>
<td>1.00 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gran Turismo</td>
<td>1.27 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Hawk</td>
<td>1.93 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bond</td>
<td>4.40 1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tekken*</td>
<td>4.47 1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical of Honor</td>
<td>4.67 0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Means are based on the judgment of 15 students. Games are ranked from least to most violent. A high score on any of the dimensions indicates the video contains high levels of this dimension.
*Selected games based on student ratings.
obtained (reported on). Excellent interrater agreement was double coded (81% of all the games children mentioned). The first three games children mentioned were violence, (3) violence/intense violence/realistic violence. The first three games children mentioned were Violence/mild animated violence/mild violence, (2) violence, (1) mild fantasy violence/mild cartoon violence/mild animated violence/mild violence, (2) fantasy violence/cartoon violence/animated violence, (3) violence/intense violence/realistic violence. The first three games children mentioned were Violence/mild animated violence/mild violence, (2) Violence/mild animated violence/mild violence, (1) mild fantasy violence/mild cartoon violence/mild violence, (2) Violence/mild animated violence/mild violence, (1) mild fantasy violence/mild cartoon violence/mild violence.

Frequency of gaming and mean favorite violent video game was correlated significantly, $r = .49$, $P < .001$. Children playing often, predominantly played violent video games, whereas children who played infrequently mostly played games with no violence or mild levels of violence. Frequency of gaming was multiplied with mean favorite violent video game. This variable “violent gaming frequency” was used to estimate the amount of violent video games children played. Scores varied from (0) never playing violent video games to (15) exclusively playing violent video games on a daily basis.

Aggression. Children with permission to enter the study were asked to name children who had displayed acts of physical, verbal, or relational aggression that day. Peer nominations for aggressive behavior have been used extensively [Björkqvist et al., 1992; Crick and Grotpeter, 1995; Werner and Crick, 1999] since they were originally developed by Eron et al. [1971]. The six items used in this study taken from research by Bons [2003] were “hit, kick, or push someone,” “fight with someone,” “name calling or have a quarrel,” “tease someone,” “frighten someone off to get what he/she wanted,” and “gossip.” Furthermore, children were asked to evaluate the intentions for aggressive act. They indicated whether they thought the act was intended as a joke or deliberately hostile. Aggression intended as a joke can be seen as a form of rough-and-tumble play, which is a social activity enjoyed by all parties. In accordance with current definitions of aggression, this social engagement is not considered aggressive behavior in this study [see also Anderson and Bushman, 2002]. Acts were only coded as aggressive if they were said to be deliberately hostile and appeared in the first play session after the child had played the video game. For children who had played a video game in the morning, only the aggressive acts rated as hostile in the first play session were used in analyses. For children who had played in the afternoon, only deliberate hostile aggression in the afternoon play session was used in analyses.

For each child in the study, for each of the six aggression items, the number of aggressive incidents reported on by children in the peer nomination procedure was divided by the number of nominators. The resulting six scores were summed up to create a reliable overall aggression scale ($\chi = .74$). The reliability of this scale was comparable to the internal consistency found in earlier research ($\chi = .72$) by Bons [2003]. However, the distribution of aggression scores on this interval scale was positively skewed, thereby not allowing for parametric analyses. Therefore, non-parametric tests were used to analyze the data. Individual scores were converted into rank scores, with a score of 1 indicating the most aggressive behavior.

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses

First, it was investigated whether children in the different game conditions differed in violent gaming frequency and familiarity with the video game in the study, and whether there were any gender differences. Also, whether violent gaming frequency was related to aggressive behavior was examined.

A strong significant relationship between gender and violent gaming frequency was found, $F(1, 54) = 19.15, P < .001$. Boys played considerably more violent video games than girls. There were no differences in violent gaming frequency across game conditions; children in the active violent, passive violent, and active non-violent game condition played equal amounts of violent video games, $F(2, 53) = 0.57, P = .57$. There was no significant correlation between violent gaming frequency and aggressive behavior on the playground, $r_s = .20, P = .15$.

There was a significant association between gender and familiarity with the game in the study, $F(1, 54) = 11.70, P < .01$. In general, boys were more familiar with the video game they played than girls. Children in the active violent, passive violent, and active non-violent game condition did not differ in familiarity with the game being played, $F(2, 53) = 1.17, P = .32$. A Kruskal–Wallis analysis revealed that in this sample gender was not related to playground aggression, $\chi^2(1, N = 56) = 0.52, P = .47$.

Effect of Game Condition on Aggression

As is typical in studies of aggression, the data were analyzed separately for males and female subjects. Although the design was a randomized blocks
design, the groups were compared with independent groups tests because the blocking was at random. Analyzing males and females separately would have been difficult with blocking included in the analysis. Also, the independent groups analysis is a conservative (if less powerful) test of significance in this case. As is visible in Figure 1, there was a significant relationship between game condition and aggressive behavior for boys, $\chi^2(2, N = 28) = 8.03, P = .02$. To investigate the difference in effect in more detail, separate Kruskal–Wallis tests were conducted, comparing each game condition with each other. Boys in the active violent game condition were more aggressive than boys in the passive violent game condition, $\chi^2(1, N = 18) = 7.92, P = .01$. However, there was no significant difference in aggressive behavior between boys in the active violent and boys in the active non-violent condition, $\chi^2(1, N = 18) = 2.01, P = .16$. There was also no significant difference between boys in the active non-violent condition and the passive violent condition, $\chi^2(1, N = 20) = 2.11, P = .15$, and the difference in means was opposite to what would have been predicted. One should note, however, that the lack of significance in these two cases should not be taken as proof of no difference between the conditions for females given the small sample sizes and the low power of the independent groups $\chi^2$ test.

**Duration of Effect**

It was investigated how long lived the effect of game condition on aggressive behavior was. As the effect of game condition on aggressive behavior was only found for boys in the active violent game condition in comparison to the passive violent game condition, it was decided to exclusively look at the duration of this effect for boys in these violent video game conditions. Even though statistical power was low because of the small sample size, a time effect was found. A Kruskal–Wallis test with time as the independent and aggressive behavior as the dependent variable revealed that boys who had just played or watched a violent video game were more aggressive (mean rank = 4.50) than boys who played approximately an hour (mean rank = 12.00) or more than an hour ago (mean rank = 10.13), $\chi^2(2, N = 18) = 7.92, P = .02$.1

1In an additional search for mediation, we tried to measure experienced frustration, general arousal, and modeling by asking children to rate their agreement with the following statements: “I felt disappointment when things did not go so well,” “I felt tension in my body during the game,” and “I was so taken up by the game, I felt I was turning into the character on screen.” For boys, there were only differences in frustration. Boys in the active violent condition ($M = 3.63, SD = 1.30$) were more frustrated than boys in the active non-violent ($M = 2.00, SD = 1.15$) condition, $F(2, 25) = 3.50, P = .05$. There were, however, no mediational effects. Frustration did not have an effect while controlling for game condition [Kenny et al., 1998] in a binary logistic regression, when adding game condition (dummy coded for active violent) in block 1 and frustration in block 2, $\chi^2$ block 2 ($1, N = 28) = 0.90, P = .34.
DISCUSSION

This study aimed to test the differential effects of playing vs. watching a violent video game on real-life aggressive behavior. Playing a violent video game caused boys to become more aggressive than merely watching the same violent video game. Active participation of actually playing the violent video game made boys behave aggressively more often than passively watching violence, as is the case in television. However, these results are complicated by the fact that there were no significant effects for girls and by the fact that for boys neither the active playing of violent games nor the passive viewing of violent games stimulated significantly more aggression than did the active playing of non-violent games.

This is the first experimental study to find significant differential effects of playing vs. watching violent video games on real-life aggressive behavior. Earlier research comparing these differential effects did not find any differences. Those studies, however, did not use peer nominations of real-life aggressive behavior and did not match the violent and non-violent game on important possibly confounding factors. In this study, these shortcomings were overcome as aggressive behavior was measured in a real-life setting with a pair of matched video games.

The gender difference in the relationship between game condition and aggression may be partially because of differences in children’s daily activities. Boys in this study played a lot of violent video games in real life and behaved aggressively after playing a violent video game, whereas girls did not play these games and did not behave aggressively after playing a violent video game. Perhaps the effect is specific for boys, because the active violent condition may have activated pre-existing violence schemata that they had previously acquired through frequent game playing [Polman and Orobio de Castro, 2006]. These schemata are thought to exist in children who repetitively play violent video games. Playing a game with violent content may activate these pre-existing aggressive schemata [see also Anderson and Dill, 2000]. Almost all boys were frequent players and may thereby have acquired such schemata. This activation seems to be short lived and may lead to a heightened likelihood of becoming aggressive in the playground. In contrast, girls played less video games in daily lives. Therefore, no schemata could be activated by playing a violent video game only once. Thus, boys who have played more violent games and have more aggressive schema are more affected by playing.

This line of reasoning is still speculative and may be investigated in more detail in future research.

It is impressive that the effect of game playing on aggression by boys was so strong that it could be detected with this limited sample size in a brief play session. The resulting low statistical power was only sufficient to detect large effects. For this reason, small to moderate group differences may not have been detected. Thus, we cannot conclude that there are absolutely no effects for females. The effects may just be undetectable with small samples. Also, the fact that there were no significant differences between boys in the active violent video game condition and boys in the active non-violent videogame condition may be attributable to the weak power of the significance tests. Additional studies involving larger samples are needed to enable the finding of possible small to moderate effects on aggression and possible moderator and mediator effects.

A strength of this study is that it made use of peer nominations as a measure of aggression to stay close to actual aggressive behavior. This measurement concerned real-life acts of aggression as opposed to the laboratory measurements predominantly used in research concerning the relationship between video games and aggressive behavior. For these reasons, this type of measurement offers great insight into the actual occurrence of aggressive acts.

This study was successful in creating three game conditions similar on important dimensions. The active violent and passive violent conditions made use of the same video game that differed only on violent content from the non-violent video game. Therefore, the difference in aggression between boys playing a violent video game and watching a violent video game cannot be attributed to differences in important dimensions in these video games. Also, these differences did not exist between the video game in the active non-violent game condition and the video game in the active violent and the passive violent game condition. Preliminary analyses were conducted to select video games that differed in their levels of violence but were equivalent to the dimensions action, pauses, difficulty, entertainment, and frustration. Differences in aggression between boys playing a violent and playing a non-violent video game cannot be the result of differences in games.

Some limitations of the study should be noted. If findings are to be generalized to television violence, it should be kept in mind that television violence was
measured by watching a violent video game on screen. Some limitations concerning this operationalization exist. First, children were aware they were watching a video game and not a television program. Second, the video game graphics are less realistic than television graphics. Nonetheless, we think that earlier mentioned benefits concerning the equivalence on important dimensions outweigh the limitations of this type of operationalization.

A limitation regarding the type of aggression measurement should also be noted. During free play, some children might have come across provocative situations whereas others did not enter these situations. This possibility was not taken into account in this study. On the basis of chance, one may expect equal opportunities for children in different game conditions to come across such situations. Still, future research may experimentally manipulate the possibility to behave aggressively (by provoking or not provoking participants) to investigate the relationship between violent video games and aggression.

Also, it might have been informative to include a passive non-violent game condition. Including a passive non-violent game condition may have solved the question whether aggression after playing a video game is attributable to the activity of playing a game, irrespective of any violent content. That is, frustration-aggression and general arousal theory both suggest that children playing a non-violent video game would be more aggressive than children watching a non-violent video game. According to the principles of social learning theory, one may expect no aggression in both conditions because of the absence of violent models. The addition of a passive non-violent condition would have shed more light on the specific effects of violence and activity of playing a game. However, the addition of a fourth game condition would have led to reduced power. Future research with a larger sample size may include a passive non-violent game condition.

A question that remains unanswered is which children become more aggressive after playing a violent video game. Future studies should investigate more child and environmental characteristics that could moderate the effect of violent video game play on aggression.

Future experimental studies regarding violent video game play and aggression involving child participants should not only investigate whether violent video games lead to aggression but also why they do so. Special focus should regard possible mediating variables. This study found no mediating effects for frustration, general arousal, and modeling. A more extensive investigation of these possible mediating variables might give us more conclusive information regarding underlying theoretical mechanisms when explaining aggressive behavior. One may also look at other possible mediating variables such as the priming of (implicit) cognitions. Research with young adults has indeed found that playing violent video games leads to a bias for aggression-related implicit cognitions [Kirsh et al., 2005]. Whether this effect also operates for children is unclear. Furthermore, it seems of much use to study which types of aggression are activated by playing violent games. Do children become predominantly proactive aggressive because they learn that the use of aggression in video games is beneficial? Or do children become reactively aggressive as they are frustrated by video games and want to take revenge? Whether different types of video games specifically elicit reactive or proactive aggression would provide strong indications for the mediatational mechanisms.

The findings of this study are highly relevant for the social debate on the regulation of availability and supervision of violent video games. The current concerns about the possible effects of violent video games are supported by empirical evidence. Boys playing violent video games behaved more aggressively later that day than boys watching violent video games. The effect of violent video games on aggression appears to be bigger than the effect of televised violence. Therefore, teachers and caregivers may need to pay special attention to the regulation of children’s violent video game play.
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